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.:JNEWS
Last week-end, the Admissions Office
exposed college-bound children of alum. to two days in the life of a
Connecticut College student.

SPORTS

A&E

Check out all the late season action for
Camel winter sports. Tum to the back
page to see how men's and women's
basketball and ice hockey are wrapping
up their seasons.

A&E Grammy Special: The highs and
lows of this year's Awards festivities.
Turn to page 4 to see who took home

the night's top prizes.
First Class
U.S. Postage
PAJO
Permit #35
New London, CT
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Conn Undergoes Identity Make-Over
B,MATfllmlO
8Tm WRITER

They still may not get students into a bar, but Connecticut College is in
the process of issuing new ideutification cards. Not only will they give them
the ability to buy food at the snack shop and gain access to dining halls, but
they will also be used to pay for washing clothes. A whole host of other uses
are still being explored.
For the past 15 years, the College has been operating with an ill system
that has become increasingly difficult and costly to maintain. Only one manufacturer continues to sell the old camera and film the College bas been

process.
Greg Hopkins, Director of Auxiliary Services at the College, remarked,
"We were using technology created before most of our students were in
kindergarten. Imagine trying to work on a computer 15 years old."
Not only is the new system more efficient, it is also more reliable, which
will save auxiliary services considerable

time. The system cost dining serv-

ices $43,000 for servers, software, printers, cameras, and the licensing of the
technology to be paid over five years. The technology for the laundry rooms
is separate and is an additional fee, which ffhe Voicel was unable to obtain.
The technology also allows for several other new uses. The cards may
soon be accepted at other locations throughout the campus, including the

Residential Life Selects
2005 - 2006 Housefellows
By ELiZABETIt

GREENMAN

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Students are familiar with the concept of a Housefellow (HF) and hopefully at least know their own. But few are aware of the actual specifications
of the job. The ideological framework behind the position requires that an
HF plays a dual. According to Shelly Metivier, Director of the Office of
Residental Life and Housing (RLH), HFs build community by working witQ
group dynamics and simultaneously serve as a resource who knows each
individual in their ball, adapting to their values and communication styles.
The mission

statement of RLH is to provide a comfortable

and accepting

environment for all residents, both physically and emotionally, and the HFs
make sure that bappens.
The job description includes making rounds in the building to both connect with residents and set the tone for behavioral expectations.

HFs are pri-

marily responsible for tbe aesthetics in their residence halls. Housefellows
also assist residents to filing work orders with Physical Plant and initiate
additional orders. Furthermore, they address any other concerns, such as
negative behaviors.
Metivier explained

that Housefellows

have a "unique role," because,

unlike Campus Safety officers or Counseling services, they are not certified
professionals. Rather, their role is that of a "point person," who serves primarily as a first contact who can educate, refer, advise, assist, or accompany
residents to visit professional offices to seek. There is an interdependency

among staff, including the Housefellows, so they are well-informed of the
resources

offered

on campus.

A Housefellow

knows

when a situation is

beyond their control. They additionally are also responsible for co-conducting House Council meetings witb governors and hosting a Dessert &
Dialogue

each semester.

Housefellows receive both explicit and intrinsic compensation for their
demanding position. Explicitly, they receive campus housing free of charge.
They also receive a $2175.00 stipend and staff parking. However, the intrinsic benefits of the position are far more important and make the job worthwhile. Metivier mentioned

In tbe past two weeks, slaJ! members snapped pbotos of btmdreds of students who traded in old ID cards for new and improved ones., Ibal also donble as taundry cards. (Pace)

"personal or inner growth" and "the satisfaction

of being a good leader" as tbe primary rewards. Emily Huebscher, current
AbbeylRiver Ridge HF commented, "Looking at our group of HFs, it's so
clear that we all come from different places and that we've all gained SQ
mucb from the position ... For the future HFs, I'm excited for them to bave
the same rewarding experience."

Next year a new Housefellow position has been added for Abbey House
using, which means the school has bad little
leeway with cost.

The laminate on the old cards quickly wore away and needed to be frequently replaced. Moreover, because washers and dryers are dispersed
throughout the campus, instead of being located in a few central laundry
rooms, as is the case with many schools, collecting quarters was a lengthy

College Unveils New
Cultural Lounges,
Promotes Pluralism
By THOMAS MCEVOY
NEWS EDITOR

Blue Camel Cafe and voting stations for student elections.
Perhaps one of the most convenient features of the card is that if it is lost
or stolen a student may soon be able to report it online and have a new one

ready by 8 a.m. the next

Four meetings were held in early November,

bringing

the total number of

This year there were 43 Housefellow applications: 13 in the fall, 30 in the
spring. Metivier felt the numbers were "about on target" and "definitely

continued on page 7

continued on page 6

Campus Committees Re-Think Curriculum Structure
Multiple Freshmen Seminars Proposed, Class Schedules Re-Evaluated
a freshmen seminar. In addition, freshmen seminars can count toward one of
the distribution requirements in the General Education Plan, depending 00
the department in which the seminar is being offered. Finally, freshmen sern-

BY THOMAS MCEVOY
NEWS EDITOR

inars may count toward a students' major at the discretion of the appropriate
Connecticut College's General Education Plan has been a matter of
discussion for the past two years. Various ways of restructuring the program

department.

began with the Educational Planning Committee (EPe) during the 2002-03
academic year and since then has passed through various College con-

seminars, Dean Hoffmann said, "All curriculum changes are the prerogative

With regards to the faculty's role in voting to add the freshmen

(SGA). Tbe most heavily discussed changes to the system include a new

of the faculty."
Since the EPC began its review of the General Education Plan, the
SGA has been involved in the discussion of the proposed changes, including

organization of the distribution requirements,
inars and a diversity requirement.

the notion of adding freshmen seminars. The student-run assembly, however, has repeatedly voiced skepticism over the freshmen seminars.

stituencies,

The College saw the official opening of its cultural lounges this past
Friday, February 11tho The intent behind creating these spaces is to provide
a spot for students from traditionally underrepresented groups to go for support and form relationships. Such students the College identified are AfricanAmericans, Carribeans, Latinos, and Asian/Asian-Americans.
Shelly Metivier and Monica Jenkins from the Office of Student Life
(OSL) have helped establisb tbese centers. President of the Student
Government Association Pete Lelek and Chair of Diveristy and Equity
Krystle Guillory asked Metivier this past October to host open meetings with
students of color and GLBTQQI students.
"Our goal was to gather information from them about their thoughts
on cultural lounges as spaces on campus that support populations wbose
race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation are underrepresented
on campus,"
Metivier said.

separate from River Ridge and Winchester,
positions to 22.

including

the AAPC

and Student

Government

Association

the addition of freshmen sem-

The most recent change to the General Education Plan occurred
this past December when the faculty voted to add freshmen seminars for the

"As far as the freshmen seminars go, generally the SGA feels
ambivalent about them," Chair of Academic Affairs Erika Berlinghof said.

Fall 2005 semester. The freshmen seminars will have topics aimed at fostering student engagement and discussion. They will be comprised of no more

"We're concerned

than 16 freshmen and contain a significant writing component, which will
require critical reading and analysis. Tbe Dean of the Faculty, Frances
Hoffmann, said that virtually every academic department will offer a semi-

how these changes are going to affect upperclassmen

and

how [the College] may be providing replacement costs."
Dean Hoffmann noted tbat the seminars will be staffed by current
faculty members in a similar manner to when a new course is being offered

in their department. There will be "no change in practice" in staffing the

nar.
Freshmen Focus, and Living and Learning seminars will qualify as

continued on page 6

which focused on stu-

dents' concerns about the need for a separate space for them. Metivier said,
"I took notes at length about what they would like to see the space become."
At the conclusion of the meetings, Metivier submitted her findings
to Dean Milstone and met with Dena Wallerson, Dean Maria Cruz-Saco, and
Ulysses Hammond to develop a preliminary budget for tbe project.
A task force composed of students, Dean Maria Cruz-Saco, Dean
David Milstone, and members from OSL was also established to find a temporary place for the lounges. They decided 740 Williams Street as the best
place. Currently, another committee composed of students, faculty, and staff
are looking for a more permanent location.

Once a budget was approved, Sbelly Metivier, Dean Milstone, Ivan
Pagan, and Scott McEver all assisted in buying furniture and other decorative items and moving some items from Unity House to use in the lounges.
Metivier added, "I also found some of my own kitchen items to add a
'bomey' touch and start them off right."
Monica Jenkins has been coordinating the staffing of the lounges, whicb
is modeled after the system that is used to staff the game room in Lambdin
Residence Hall.
The lounges are open seven days a week from 4 pm until I am, except on
Saturdays, when they open at 2 pm. Dean Milstone notes, "The Open House
and official opening were successful in that students saw the facility and

continued on page 6 The EPC,FFCC,and
I,;

tbe MPC are in tbe process of discnssingpolential

\I

chonges to tbe Distribution Requirements, sucb as tbe edition of a diversil)' requirement. (Face)
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EDITORIAL&OPINION
Students Counter Course Changes

'.

The administration is proposing another change to the academic scene. Faculty members are attempting to slash students' typical Thursday night agendas by filling Fridays with a
full course schedule. In addition, some faculty members are suggesting moving common hour
from Friday to Wednesday to clear up this hour on Friday for more class time. Undoubtedly,
these proposals have many students outraged.
With regards to having more classes on Fridays, the faculty is clearing asserting its
desire to halt students' three-day weekends. More importantly than the end to Thursday nights
as a "social night", this action is illustrating a change in the ideology of the College and the
way it is governing. Members of the SGA's Executive Board have stated resounding dissent
~o:-vardsthis proposal of the faculty, yet the administration is moving boldly ahead, with a faculty vote to expected to take place March 3rd. Thus, students have had little say in the course
schedule change proposals. Indeed, they are the epitome of the College's growing break with
its so-called esteem for shared governance.
"
The idea of moving common hours from Friday to Wednesday seems to be lacking in
,- pl?actical sense. In addition to Erika Berlinghof's statement in this week's news article regarding the changes to the General Education Plan and the course schedules, the idea of having
common hour on Wednesday will likely detract students from attending the scheduled events.
If the College feels it needs to fill-up students' Fridays, then what makes them think they will
~e more likely to attend an event on a Wednesday, when they are much busier than they are
during their Fridays.
Of course, none of these proposals have become official - yet. Students against these
changes should make their voices heard. SGA Open Forums that take place during the weekly
Thursday night meetings in the 1941 Room are a great opportunity for students to voice their
opinions, as members of the administration are in attendance. Such student unification over an
important cause is not unique to the College. Students showed up in surprisingly large numbers
fo show their resounding support when the College proposed banning smoking in dorms
(which was still passed after it became state law) and when the administration threatened to
take away self-scheduled exams (an issue that is still not dead in their eyes.) Thus, by uniting
together and voicing their concern for a common cause, students should have faith that the
College will heed their concerns, thus being true to its word of promoting shared governance.

THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES TO BE THE NEXT -,
JORDAN GEARY?
The Voice continues the search for a
new editorial cartoonist. Submit your
work to box 4970.
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POLICIES
ADVERTISEMENTS
"The College Voice is an open forum. The opin-

- - '.lons expressed by individual advertisers are
their own. In no way does The College Voice
, endorse the views expressed by individual
advertisers. The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems to be libelous, an incitement to
- violence, or personally damaging. Ad rates are
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
Manager, Ashley Kenerson. The College Voice
reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content
-';jpproval. The final deadline for advertising is
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publication.

"

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR

Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any submission. Letters should be single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification. Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.

SPEND A SEMESTER
OVERSEAS
(and

stay

in the

U.S.)
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Learn in the vibrant, multi-cultural community of Honolulu.
Enjoy a university experience like no other. Be far away, but at horne
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OPINION
KYOTO: AMERICAFARTS IN YOUR DIRECTION
, ZACH WEST -

Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!

Imagine sitting in Harris, eating
your dinner, when suddenly you
smell something foul. You look up
and see a table of about ten people.
They're burping, farting loudly, and
• stuffing their faces with all kinds of
: food. Each of them is consuming
· clearly more food than anyone else
in the dining
hall,
and
their flatulence

and

belching is
causing the
whole place
to
stink.
Other people are also
hungry, and
, even

somewhat

gaseous,

but none

come close to this one particular
table.
Once the odor 'starts to
become

offensively

rank, someone

• at another table stands up, and
· announces to the whole dining hall
that everyone would be better off if
each person tried to control his/her
gas.
Most students in the room

agree that this is not only sensible,
'but also in everyone's

best interest.

· All eyes tum toward the smelly
table. The leader of that table stands
and defiantly announces that his
table will not partake in the agreement, because it might force his
table to cut down

on eating

tasty

foods like chili and baked beans.
The rest of the dining hall gives him
an impertinent

glare,

as his table

goes back to stuffing their faces and
farting.
This outlandish and foulsmelling scenario may be bizarre,
but it helps to illustrate world events.
The Kyoto Protocol went into effect
this

YONI FREEMAN - OCCUPIED TERRITORY
environmental
stewardship, while
the USA sulked proudly OR the sideThe Bush administration
cited two main reasons for pulling
out of the agreement. First, they
pointed out that stringent regulations
on air pollution would hurt the US
economy. Second, they argued that
the protocol was unfair; it lets China
and India, the world's second- and
fourth-largest air polluters, get away
with only promises to only limit
emissions, while America would

than everyone

else.

The agreement

was first negotiated in Japan in 1997,
and it calls for worldwide limitations
and reductions on air pollution.

American prisoners for use - items such as shoes,

ters, dunked in water, and executed by guillotine.
Exhibits described the type of weapons and methods the French used to torture and interrogate

blankets and shirts.
The next room shows the pictures of those

Hilton." The hideous
prison, within walking
distance of Hoan Kiem
Lake, was built by

Vietnamese prisoners. It was noted that five of the
previous
resident
prisoners
later
became

French

The second part of the prison commemorates
the Vietnamese who were held in the prison and
escape successfully. There is a description of the
ways they were able to break out, most notably
through the sewer system and digging tunnels.
The final and most interesting part dealt with
the period the prison was used by the Vietnamese

McCain and Douglas Peterson (who later became
the first US ambassador to the Vietnam after the
normalization of relations). McCain's uniform ts
also on display. In the end, all American prisoners
were released by 1973.
A period and aspect of the prison nothing is
on display for is the phase when it was used by
the Vietnamese government against their owri
people, specifically political opponents. One
would fool themselves to believe their conditions
were any different than the type of conditions
such as starvation and daily beatings experienced

communist

by the Americans.

sites in the capital of
Vietnam is the

11

Hanoi

colonialists

in

1896 as part of propping up its government rule.
In the prison's brochure, the Vietnamese termed
this construction a French quest to strengthen "its

apparatus of suppression." It is hard to disagree
with this because

not free to choose their own destiny when they

mate maturity of a kindergartener.
Most other countries in the world

have realized that greenhouse gases
are a problem; Bush and his wealthy
friends, however, think that it's a
side issue. This is, after all, the
Corporate States of America, and
environmental

responsibility

has to

yield to profit margins. It's all part
of the American Dream, and we
can't let the common sense of the
rest of the world get in the way. As
for China and India, Bush seems to
forget something: China has more
than four times as many people as
the US. India has about three times
as many people. And both are devel-

after all the Vietnamese

were

were under colonialism.
Officially known as Hoa Lo Prison, it is con-

struggling to establish independence for the
Vietnamese people. In the latter part of the century, following the French taking leave in 1954, the
prison was used for what they called a "noble and
humane cause 11 - torturing, beating and starving
American prisoners of the Vietnam War from

1964 to 1973.
The prison itself today stands at a third of its
original size because in the early 90s ironically
some of it was tom down to make way for a new

countries.

divided into three parts. The first deals with the
period when this prison was being managed by

can't

So in terms of our rough

dining hall analogy, it's as if they are
tables of 30-40 people, who collectively eat and fart less than the 10person (American) table, and are too

those

who tried to escape

government

the .French

and used

to imprison

items.
The first room described the "humane and
well-off
life American prisoners had under
incarceration which came at odds with anecdotes
and stories heard from former members of the
II

prison such as John McCain who described regular beatings and the like. There were many pictures on the wall in the room: pictures showing
the prisoners exercising, playing ping pong, cooking chicken and getting the best medical care possible. A plaque was on the wall stressing the
Vietnamese "commitment" to human rights and
the Geneva Convention. For a moment, it would
seem to an unsuspecting eye that these prisoners
really were in a "hotel" and enjoyed a better life
than the Vietnamese did in North Vietnam under

Vietnamese

under their rule. The exhibits provide a dreary

poor to afford beano.

IRAN AsKING FOR TROUBLE

Thankfully, some American
companies have begun making their

NICK IYE!'GAR-OUT

were laid out and stories were

my will be much easier in the long
run. But this is not enough. The
United States, as the world's leading
air polluter, should be at the fore-

tion not accessible

instruments which allow them to pick up informato the more conventional

spy

President Bush and Secretary of State Rice have
had tough words for Iran in recent weeks. Meanwhile, Iran has continued to
insist that its nuclear program is meant only to generate electricity, However,
the world community has every reason to be skeptical of Iran's assertions. In

us out of Kyoto, Bush has made one
thing

dear:

America's

every bit as nauseating

ethics

are

and detri-

mental as her gases.

IMPACT OF WASTING ENERGY AT

C.C.

wasted on this?

So, I sat
down
and
did a little
'back of the
envelope'
calculation,
meaning
I

did a lot of
(educated)
estimating.
I'm
not

doing anything fancy, everything is
·just multiplication.
Let's take his numbers of about

60 bathrooms that have lights left on.
Also, I'm going to go ahead and
guess that every bathroom has somewhere around 4 of the 4ft tube fluorescent bulbs. According to GE, a
typical bulb of this type is about
40watt. Some dorms, those in the
Plex in particular, use fewer bulbs
and also generally the bulbs are

rooms, 40 watts per bulb, for 365
days, at 3 cents per kilowatt-hour.
This amounts to about 2500 dollars
per year.
We should also take into account

that this affects the lifetime of the
bulb. Let's just say a typical fluorescent bulb lasts a year (it's actually
more like 10,000 hours, but let's just
stay simple). If we ran the bulbs for
24 hours per day, the bulb dies 33o/q
faster than if we ran it for what we

needed (18 hours). We can simplify
things by just saying this forces the
price of a bulb up by 33%. I have no
idea what the college pays for these
things, but I'm going to guess it's not
more than fifty bucks per bulb (GE
lists a higher-end bulb at 100 dollars); so every bulb that runs overtime costs $16.66 more than it
should. At 4 bulbs per room and 60
rooms, that's $4,000 per year, or
$2.20 per student per year, just to
buy more bulbs.
As far as labor to replace

the

bulbs is concerned, it's difficult to
say. I'm not sure whether custodial
or physical plant employees are
expected to bear the brunt of the

smaller, more-or-less
meaning they
require less power. So, our guess at

expense.

the final will be a rough over-esti-

able increase in expense. Certainly, it

mate at worst.

requires

When you get your power bill,
you're not actually being billed for
over the time it was used (the standard unit is watts). Your bill lists
kilowatt-hours, which is power times

change a light bulb and let's say we
pay fifteen dollars per hour to do it.
That's only $3900 dollars.
So, we're paying much less than
$10,000 dollars per year. I'd guess
it's $5,000 per year or so, so $2.75

time,

much

per student per year. Yeah, 1 agree

energy you've used. A fairly good

with you, this seems like a small
price to pay. When you think about it
on a national scale, though, this

power. You see, power is energy used

i.e. it is actually

estimate

for commercial

how

enterprises

is 3 cents per kilowatt-hour.
We'll
also overestimate
by
assuming the use is for the entire
year,

even

though

satellites. For example, they can detect the presence
of trace amounts of nuclear material in the air
around nuclear facilities,

fact, Israeli Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom stated Wednesday that Iran will
be capable of assembling a nuclear weapon in six months' time.
Nuclear weapons in Iran or anywhere in the Middle East comprise an
unacceptable threat to stability and American interests in the region. Not
only does this potential situation significantly add to the existential threat
Israel, the only stable democracy in the Middle East, faces every day, it
greatly increases the chances that Muslim terrorists will be able to get their
hands on a nuclear weapon, Assuming that the civilized world has six
months to act to prevent Iran from gaining nuclear capability, what are our

PETER LUTHY - VIEWPOINT

ous: how much money is actually

students

aren't

around for all twelve months.
So that's 4 bulbs per room, 60

had to go through." But they did, at least two of
them, and now peace is at hand. We should :011
hope it stays that way and likewise that one day
Vietnam is free at last.

innocent civilians while the government

- not

electricity is something we should
avoid, the scientist in me was curi-

would ever return to this country, after what they

in order to conduct research as to the nature of Iran's
nuclear program. These drones are equipped with

By keeping

If it is custodial

services,

there probably isn't any real noticeno more than an hour to

and Americans

built, it is being proclaimed by the government.
No longer is it Marx calling the shots (no matter
what the ruling party calls itself), it is the market.
At the prison I overheard some Israelis who
were walking through this newly established
tourist site. They were of course very syrnpathctr
ic to the Americans. One of them remarked, III
find it hard to believe that any of the prisoners

to come, and that if businesses start
becoming more responsible now, the
transition to an earth-friendly econo-

forward.

John

There is a newer and better Vietnam waiting to·tle

There isn't much of an economy

mo~t world moves

Vietnamese

including

alike suffered at the hands of the cruel priS<l.l>
masters when this jail was in operation.
This penitentiary is all but a relic of the past
nowadays, a past filled with ideology which today
someone living in Vietnam would classify as all
but pushed aside, particularly the economics ofi1,

On Monday we learned that the United States
has been flying unmanned drone aircraft over Iran

standing idl)' by as the rest of the

In Zach West's last column, he
discussed energy waste on campus.
While I agree with him that wasted

who were prisoners.

IN RiGHT FlEW

front of the clean air movement

TIm

Americans

Ho Chi Minh's tyrannical government. Moreover

ed acts was to pull out of the agreeof the world - including China,
Russia, India, Japan, half of Africa,
most of South America, and all of
Europe and Central America - went
forward and made an historic leap in

American

told, this part was the propaganda element, with
"facts" being carefully staged pictures of the daily
life of American prisoners and cleanly-appearing

President Clinton showed interest in
.participating in Kyoto, but when our
current
imbecile-in-chief
took
office, one of his first presi-dementment. And so, this Wednesday,

to imprison

or who did

shown, weapons

an hour for me and some friends to visit, It is

they

honors

tion where massive amounts of prisoner abuse
were done by the French against "thousands of
patriots and revolutionary fighters" who were

reductions as easily as first-world

countries;

Vietnam.

pilots. Unlike the first part, when cells were

make

oping

Secretary Generals of the Communist Party in

sidered by Vietnamese historians to be the loca-

high-rise office and apartment (read: capitalist)
building.
The site is small, and.it didn't take longer than

is but an indication of a larger trend

to

there was an exhibition of the items given to

oners had to deal with. Prisoners were kept in fet-

These reasons are pisspoor, and they display the approxi-

form,

true

outlook on the type of torture and conditions pris-

have to actively reduce emissions.

thinks it's more special

and,

Perhaps one of the
'most
infamous
American-connected

lines.

own voluntary reductions
on gas
emissions.
They realize that Kyoto

week,

America

A "HOTEL" You WOULD NOT WANT To STAY IT

options?
I. Do nothing. Continue pressuring Iran's government with unfriendly
rhetoric. This option obviously will achieve little. The possibility that Iran
will back down in the face of tough talk from the West is remote. Saddam
Hussein, for reference, consistently forced the West to resort to force to contain Iraq.
2. Impose UN sanctions. It should be understood that it will be difficult
for the US to persuade the UN to even take this diplomatic step. However,
assuming the UN would impose sanctions, the effects are questionable.

to sanction, for one thing. Secondly,

sanc-

tions will probably have the same effect as they had on Saddam - hurting
wiggles

around the sanctions, while

Kofi Annan and his cronies look the other way.
3. Destroy Iran's relevant nuclear facilities. Israel took this step against
Iraq's Osirak nuclear reactor in 1980, and set back Saddam's nuclear program by an estimated 10 years. Israel could repeat history and do the same
to Iran, For' one thing, it's not inconceivable

that Iran would use a nuclear

weapon against the infidel Jews of Israel. Alternatively, the United States
could easily do this without serious repercussions (The UN might get angry
with us, but as we all know, that just does not matter very much.)

4. Regime change. Obviously the most drastic of our options, this will
not be practicable

at least until the vast majority of our forces in Iraq have

returned home, had time to recover, recruit and redeploy. Hopefully, this ste"
will not be necessary, and simply destroying Iran's nuclear facilities would
probably preclude the need for regime change to take place in the near term.
Destroying

Iran's nuclear facilities

would,

I imagine,

be a relatively

clean, bloodless and simple task. If cruise missiles can not do the job,
American air power certainly could. The diplomatic cost of taking such a
step would probably be somewhat high, as the Europeans nations, reluctant
to use force in any instance, would likely disapprove

of such an American

action. Of course, they would certainly benefit from America doing the job.
but that's Europe for you.
The world made a mistake in allowing another rogue nation, North
Korea, to develop its nuclear program unfettered. Just this week, North
Korea announced that it does in fact have nuclear weapons. We should not
repeat the same mistake in the case of Iran. Unfortunately, because the rest

of the civilized world is content to cower while America does the dirty work,
America will have to solve this problem if it is to be solved. President Bush
should authorize

the destruction

of Iran's nuclear facilities,

and lean on

Israel for support.

OSCAR ACCEPTANCE SPEECH - A SNEAK PREVIEW!
ANDREW MEYER. I HAVE ADD
Wow, this is so unexpected.
I mean ... wow. I
just don't know what to say, There were so many
great nominees this year; it's hard to believe I just
won the award for" Best Red-haired Columnist on

the Bottom Third of the Op-Ed Page." The competition was so talented ... to beat out those people, I
mean, I'm just speechless. Except by speechless, I
really mean "have prepared a 17,000 word acceptance speech thanking everybody I've ever known, as
well as some people I've never met, and possibly

some people that I'm not sure actually exist."
I'd like to begin by thanking my editors, who; with the help of a
spell checker,
once.

sit around and yell at me to send my column in on time for

I'd like to thank my favorite musician, DMX. Your music has
always struck a chord (haha! a chord!) with me, as I feel like I know what
you mean in all of your songs. Specifically, I can relate to comments like
"grrrrrrr", "woof', and "(expletive) (bleep) (bleepin') (expletive) (bleep)."
And I'm almost positive that you were thinking of my small suburban hometown in Connecticut every time you talked about the "mean streets."
Emily Morse, I never could have won this award without you. Your
incessant nagging kept me awake when I was trying to nap, until the point

that I got so frustrated that I just wrote the damn column so you'd shut up
and let me sleep.
Muchas gracias to the Cleveland Cavaliers. If you hadn't worn those
hideous uniforms that seem to resemble giant yellowjackets and burnt my
retinas, I'd probably still be watching TV instead of being productive. On a
similar note, thank you to SmartEnforcer and the rest of our campus network.

By constantly

booting me offline and making me re-enter

my pass-

Write for News...
So Yoni doesn't have to

small amount of money is used mil- ,
lions of times over. For every million

college students in the United States,
that's enough to send 70 students to
good 01' Conn Call for free.

Call The Voice x2812
'.J

t"

word for reasons that can only be described as "cruel" and "mean-spirited",

you've eliminated any desire to use the internet that I may have had.
,
A big thank you goes out to the National Hockey League. Your willing'
ness to compromise and your brilliant deal-making skills always give me the
opportunity for a cheap, sarcastic joke that fills space when I'm out of ideas.
I'd like to thank the Anastasia's crew for supplying me with delicious
chocolate creme pie. I'd also like to thank pie, for being so tasty.
Of course, I never could have won this award without my parents,
who constantly inspired me with motivational speeches along the lines 'Of
"damn it Andrew, I told you to dean your room three days ago."

A big thanks goes out to Mohegan Sun. While I may not be old
enough to gamble (legally), I am definitely above whatever age/height
requirement there may be to enjoy a healthy balanced diet of Krispy Kreme
and Ben & Jerry's.
Thank you Mike Tyson's Punchout}, especially King Hippo.
Nothing helps procrastinate like punching you in your open mouth and then
pounding your belly over and over again until you fall down. And if you
don't know what I'm talking about, I feel sorry for you, because you're missing out on one of the great joys in life.
I'd like to thank Jordan Geary for retiring from the paper and starting a chain reaction that ended with me being forced to write a weekly column against my will. Thanks a lot, Jordan. The Marlins suck.
Obviously, I have to give thanks to Ah-nold, who has made me realize my own potential. If the Terminator can become governor, then I should
be taking over the world any day now.
I'd also like to thank ..... huh? What are you saying? Wait... what
do you mean, I didn't win? Hansel beat me? How the hell could Hansel
win? What do you mean, you let the collar poppers vote too?
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Viewers Lost Out at This Year's Grammys
By KACHEL GAINES

• •
AJicia Keys and Jamie Foxx embrace after their emotional tribute to the late Ray Charles.

Despite the typical publicity
extravaganza,
the 47th annual
Grammy Awards, which took place
last Sunday night, received the lowest ratings since 1995. Some attrihute this to a lack of star power in this
year's host, rapper and actress
Queen Latifah, but most people
can't come up with any reasonable
justification for the show's poor performance.
However, the numbers point to a
nationwide drop in award show fascination. This year's Golden Globes,
Emmy Awards, and American Music
Awards all showed dramatic drops
in ratings as well. Queen Latifah can
rest safe. She's more popular than
ever and probably helped the cause
more than she hurt it.
This year, a reported 18.8 million viewers turned in, a 24 percent
drop from the 2004 show. Despite
the Grammy's reputation as Oscar's
ugly step-sister, it has seen a slight
up-swing in the Nielsen ratings over
the past decade, but for one reason
or another, this year's star-studded
show just didn't cut it.
The show's opening number was
telling of the philosophy behind the
production as a whole. The Black
Eyed Peas bombarded the audience
with an over-the-top rendition of
their already over-played hit, "Let's
Get It Started." This transitioned relatively smoothly, but awkwardly, in
.and out of Maroon 5's "This Love:'
Franz Ferdinand's "Take Me Out,"
Gwen Stefani and Eve's "If .I Was a
Rich Girl," and Los Lonely Boys'
"Heaven." It doesn't matter which of

these songs are good and which are
bad or which you like and which you
dislike. The problem with the opening was simply that none of these
songs go together well, and setting
each to the key and beat of "Let's
Get it Started" seemed forced and,
quite frankly, was unpleasant to sit
through.
However, there were some performances
worth seeing. Most
notably, Alicia Keys' smoldering
show with Jamie Foxx and Quincy
Jones' Orchestra in honor of the late
Ray Charles. Charles's presence was
certainly felt throughout the show
(his tribute album Genius Loves
Company took horne top honors for
Album of the Year) but at no point
was the audience more globally
moved than during Keys' heartfelt
performance.
Usher and James Brown also
managed to pull off a respectable
duet. The pairing of Usher and
Brown was both unusual and obvious; Usher's high octane dancing
and up beat R&B is clearly influenced by the Godfather of Soul.
However, aside from the few
stand-out performances, the show
failed to make much of an impact.
The presenters read flawlessly from
their cue cards, cracking jokes about
the absurdity of the task. Winning
artists thanked their managers, their
parents, and God. The commercials
took up more air-time than the show.
In short, if you missed it this year, as
most people did, don't worry. You
can tune in again in 2006 and see the
exact same thing.

-

(For the official list,
http://www.grammy.com)

go

to

, • Album of the Year: "Genius
Loves Company" - Ray Charles and
Various Artists
• Record of the Year: "Here We
Go Again" - Ray Charles and Norah
Jones
• Song of the Year: "Daughters"
-John Mayer
• Best Rock Performance by a
Duo or Group: "Vertigo" - U2
• Country Album of the Year:
"Van Lear Rose" - Lorretta Lynn
• Rap Album of the Year: "The
College Dropout" - Kanye West
• R&B Album of the Year: ''The
Diary of Alicia Keys" - Alicia Keys
• Best New Artist Maroon 5
• Rock Album of the Year:
"American ldiot" - Green Day
• Best Pop Performance by a
Duo or Group: "Heaven" - Los
Lonely Boys
Best Male R&B Vocal
Performance: "Call My Name" Prince
• Comedy Album of the Year:
"The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
Presents ... America: A Citizen's
Guide to Democracy Inaction" - Jon
Stewart and the Cast of The Daily
Show
• Best Compilation Soundtrack
for a Motion Picture, Television, or
Other Visual Media: "Garden State"
- Various Artists
• Latin Pop Album of the Year:
"Arnar Sin Mentiras"
- Marc
Anthony
• Latin Rock! Alt. Album of the
Year: "Street Signs" - Ozomatli
Female
Country
Vocal
Performance of the Year: "Redneck
Woman" - Gretchen Wilson

Male
Country
Vocal
Performance of the Year: "Live Lik£
You Were Dying" - Tim McGraw."
• Best Country Performance by a
Duo or Group.r''Top of the World"Dixie Chicks
• Country Song of the Year:
"Live Like You Were Dying" ~ Tim
Nichols and Craig Wiseman (Tim
McGraw)
• Best Female R&B Vocal
Performance: "If I Ain't Got You" Alicia Keys
• Best R&B Performance by' a'
Duo or Group: "My Boo" - Usher'
and Alicia Keys
• R&B Song of the Year: "You
Don't Know My Name" - Alicia
Keys, Harold Lilly, and Kanye West
(Alicia Keys)
• Contemporary R&B Album of
the Year: "Confessions" - Usher
• Rap Solo Performance of the
Year: "99 Problems" - Jay-Z
• Best Rap Performance by a
Duo or Group - "Let's Get it.
Started" - Black Eyed Peas
• Best Rap/Sung Collaboration:
"Yeah" - Usber featuring Lil' Jon
and Ludacris
• Rap Song of the Year: "Jesus
Walks" - C, Smith and Kanye West
(Kanye West)
• Female Pop Vocal Performance
of the Year: "Sunrise" - Norah Jones
• Male Pop Vocal Performance of
the Year: "Daughters" - John Mayer
• Best Pop Collaboration with
Vocals: "Here We Go Again" - Ray
Charles and Norah Jones
• Pop Vocal Album of the Year:
"Genius Loves Company" - Ray
Charles and Various Artists
• Dance Recording of the Year:
"Toxic" - Britney Spears

Bush Women Promise Hair Raising Performance
•

By RACHEL GAINES
A&E EDITOR

OnStage at Conn College will
trost Brooklyn-based dance troupe,
tile Urban Bush Women (UBM), this
Saturday at 8 PM. The event is part
Of a series of events in honor of
Black History Month.
• The award-winning group has
been together for 20 years now,
bringing messages of social activism
to colleges and acclaimed stages
across the country and on five continents.
; The group was founded in 1984
try choreographer Jawole Jo Zollar,
aj,d based on the traditions of the
~frican~American experience and
1\frican Diaspora. The women's
rnission is to promote discussion
... ~oncerning contemporary views and
issues for oppressed communities.
.
Zollar's choreography combines
dance, music, and text to approach
tbese complex issues. The goal of
every UBM performance is to use

,

.

cultural expression as a catalyst for
social change. It became obvious to
Zollar in 1997, however, that performing was not enough. To remedy
the problem, the troupe opened the
Institute for Creative Social Change
and the Summer Dance Institute at
Florida State University. The latter
is aptly named, "A New Dancer for
a New Society."
Not only does the program
instruct young dancers on the fundamentals and techniques of dance,
but it also informs these performers
of the importance of their art form in
promoting social change. The program is. community focused and
even provides local residences for
the students so they can concentrate
on their work without having to
worry about making the rent on
time.
Since 2001, UBM has been touring with a performance entitled
"HairStories:' "Everything [Zollar
knows] about American history

ump
e
'-'·,''''''''andwagon I
Am I the only one who's noticed
that when it comes to live music on
campus these days, the white-boywith- guitar is king? And yes I know
that
everybody
just
LOVES
Dispatch and Jack Johnson and all
the' rest, and I'm sure some of these
John Q, Acoustic acts are perfectly
taleated, but more variety would be

...

ZACH ADAMS
Jump Off the Bandwagon!
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facing
AfricanAmericans to audiences across the
globe. Being Black
History Month, it is
an amazing opportunity to see great
dance while also
taking time out to
think about "the
transformation
of
struggle and suffering' into the bittersweet joy of survival" in contemporary America.
The Urban Bush
Women's performance "Walking with
Pearl
African
Diaries," will take
place 10 Palmer
Auditorium
this'----------------------'------------=--------:
Saturday, February 19th at 8 pm.
Tickets range from $16-$26 for
adults, $14 to $23.50 for senior citi-

zens, and $8 to $13 for students,
Call 860-439-ARTS (x 2787) or
check out the OnStage website

(http://onstage.conncoll.edu)
for
more information or to reserve tickets.

My Bandwagon. My Rules.

when we have something different
going on, it isn't promoted nearly
enough.
Walking through the halls of the
'Plex on any given day, I can't help
but notice the sheer mass of flyers
advertising
more of the same
acoustic bands (I actually counted
six for Throwback in the same intersection last week). And while I
guess I can understand if the promotional monkey went a little overboard, the actual Icontentsl of these
flyers are far more unsettling::
instead of coherently describing the
band's sound, there are only references to other bands ("Sounds just
like John Mayer! And Howie Day!
And Jack Johnson!").
Now, there's nothing wrong
with using a band comparison to
describe a group's sound. Influences
on an artist are relevant, and it's an
easy way for people to imagine
what they'll be listening to when
they're reading about a band instead
of listening to them. But when all
the bands you're using as comparisons sound the same, and these
comparisons make up the entirety 'of
the description ... well lets just say
most of us start to lose interest.
I've always tho
the tradeltV.+1°

[she] learned from looking at Black
people's hair," journalist Lisa Jones
says. "It's the perfect metaphor for.
the African experiment: the price of
the ticket, the toll of slavery and the
cost of remaining. It's all in the
hair." So, Zollar set out to create a
performance
based
on Black
women's hair stories. There is a fundamental
relationship
between
"nappy hair" and self-esteem, image
of beauty, social position, and heritage.
The evening long event, on top
of the dance performance,
also
includes extensive conversation.
HairParties are discussions between
men, women, and teenagers in
which they discuss how hair demonstrates minority issues. The show is
designed for small audiences and
low-budget stages, so it is perfect for
the college circuit.
The Urban Bush Women's performance is a fun-filled, creative,
and entertaining way to bring issues

0' " ...

mark of a good band is when you
can't immediately pick up on their
musical influences-s-a trait found in
Pilot to Gunner's Games at High

Speeds. Actually, beyond being
unquestionably a rock band, they
defy much of a genre. I've seen
other critics try and lump them into
the same category as a lot of other
modern punk, emo and indie bands,
but they're really a breed apart from
the parade of cloned pop-punk
bands marching forth from DriveThru Records and the like.
There are no simplistic threechord songs found here, as dual guitars spit out blistering riffs which
spiral up and down the scales, weaving together with incredibly tight
drumming to create a frenzied energy that most bands only manage to
convey at live performances.
These
constantlj
shifting

melodic hooks are matched hit for Gunner rocks pretty hard with a
hit by lead singer Scott Padden's
sound that's more original than
vocals, which fall somewhere soni- most these days.
cally between the hoarse tones of
The only thing worse than a bad
Rancid and the conversational halfmovie is one with potential that
spoken, half-sung verses of The
screws the pooch and completely
Dismemberment Plan. Truthfully,
disappoints you,
lyrical substance isn't quite Pilot to
It's like when you went to see
Gunner's strong point, in that they Club Dread in theatres after hearing
aren't deeply meaningful or gramit was done by the same guys in
matically clever. It also took a few Supertroopers (arguably one of the
listens to the album for me to get most childishly hilarious movies of
used to Padden's voice, but after
awhile I began to realize it compliments the twisting guitar riffs perfectly,
The album starts off with "Every
Minute is a Movie:' which begins
with a steady hand clap that dives
headfirst into a song driven by two
separate
guitar riffs, spinning
dynamic melodies which are characteristic of many of Games at High
Speeds tracks. From here on in, the
band crashes throngh several blistering rock tracks, with the stuttering machinegun drumbeats of "Zero
Rerurn" to the driving guitars of
"Put It in the Post" and "Bring It
Live."
While some of the last few
tracks seem a bit repetitious, the its year, falling in between Office
closing song, "Run Interference"
Space and Harold and Kumar Go to
rushes back to build the album's
Whire Castle in the pantheon of
crescendo with a blazing riff and
great, yet crude, modern comedies).
pounding
percussion.
Pilot to
You got ill excited as tlle movie

,

started, thinking they might even
top their previous efforts.
Slowly, fear set in as you realized the dark truth: it wasn't funny.
Barely a chuckle to be found. You
might even have forced a laugh or
two, in a futile attempt to convince
yourself what you were watching
was humorous. Sadly, the effort was
futile, After the first half hour, you
wanted your eight bucks back.
I felt much the same way after
watching the film Bubba HoTep
recently. It stars Bruce Campbell,
who was the cynical and wisecracking core of the classic low budget
Evil Dead trilogy. Being a fan, 1 had •
high hopes, and on the surface, •
everything seemed peachy:
Bruce plays an old man in a
nursing home who believes he's
Elvis, The only one who believes
him is an aged black man who •
believes he, in tum, is JFK. This •
alone is probably enough for a •
decent slapstick,
but then an
Egyptian mummy begins consuming the souls of the nursing home
residents,leaving "Elvis" to combat '
evil in what would seem like an :
absurdly hilarious showdown.
•
Unfoftunely, it takes more than
bizarre concept to carry an en'
film. Beyond the novelty of B
Campbell playing Elvis, this

continued on page: 7'
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Gimmicks are Easy to Find in Hide and Seek
By

REEECCA WOLL

STAFF WRITER

Psycho shower scene, but it works

.Sitting in the dark, Waterford
cinema, my heart began to race
when eerie music drew my attention
to the screen as it revealed the title
Hide and Seek. Scribbled in red
crayon, the actors' names rolled'
across the screen; Dakota Fanning as
Emily, Robert DeNiro as David. Not
a huge fan of the horror genre, I was
tetrified at what may lie ahead, and
as I would soon discover, these feellogs were justified.
.The film begins as a care-free
movie, resembling a comedy. In
other words, one I would be more
likely to see. Dakota Fanning
appears as a happy-gO-lucky kid _
the only emblem of joy in her otherwise troubled family, and the only
reason her parents are still married.
This innocuous intro is followed
by a series of events that quickly
reveal the true tone of the movie,
David suffers from a series of nightmares which increase in terror every
time a dream sequence Occurs until
they begin to seem completely real
arid even echo his past.
After one dream David gets out
of bed and, realizing that the bathroom light is on, a typical horror
movie scene ensues. The scene is
clearly stolen from the famous

well within the context of this film.
Hide and Seek, like so many horror flicks, is about a character seeing
more than he or she is supposed to
and the petrifying consequences of
their knOWledge. David uses his telescope to keep a close watch on his

"Hide and Seek"
Director:
John Polson
Starring:

Dakota Fanning
Robert DeNiro
Famke Janssen
Running Time:

105 min.
Rating: PG-13

Genre:
HorrorfThriller

a true horror-movie buff can spot
from a mile away - most notably,
the confusing,

almost schizophrenic

climax which borders on surrealism.
Despite its cliches, Hide and
Seek keeps the adrenaline pumping
to the very end. Dakota Fanning
seems a little too old to be playing
the part of a child, but her remarkable range as an actor makes it work.
She ropes you in and pulls you along
on her emotional trip. You find yourself frightened and sad at the same
moment; gripping your chair one
second and then crying at the next.
The role of David could not have

been cast more perfectly. DeNiro is
so believable, and so uncharacteristically caring as a loving father that
you are shocked and dumbfounded
when his dark secrets are revealed.
Though I was terrified by Hide
and Seek, I was surprised at how
enjoyable the whole experience

tery; every moment

neighbors. Even the audience gets in
on the action in scenes that ar.e shot
from within the closet, allowing
them to watch the activity while
concealed from view.
The film is full of old tricks that

was.

The movie is not just about scare
tactics. It has a clear plot and well
developed, sympathetic characters
that reach out to the audience. It has
all the components of a good mysis suspenseful

and thrilling. With many turns you
would never expect, it keeps you on
the edge of your seat, or if you're
like me, under the seat. Whoever
you are, this is a movie bound to
both fright and excite.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

'Irish Rockers' Latest is Too Hot to Handle
By PAUL

When recent breakout star Damien Rice, a live powerhouse himself, proclaimed the Frames his favorite live act second only to Radiohead, you knew
they were something special. With that claim, the Irish band's first studio
release 'in nearly four years, Burn the Maps, is perhaps their best yet. Burn
the Maps is the Frames' Anti debut (an Epitaph imprint), exploring love and
death with incredible emotion. As Australia's Sydney Morning News says,
"The Frames are at the height of their considerable powers: rich, complex,
and innovative."
'The Frames are quite possibly the biggest rock band out of Ireland out-.
side U2. For those that need comparisons, you might find the Frames somewhere between Radiohead, Coldplay and The Pixies. For a band that has
been fighting it for IS years, they might finally get their fair share of recognition in the states with Burn the Maps.
Lead vocalist Glen Hansard quit school at age 13 to begin busking on
local streets. At 17, he borrowed money from his parents to record a demo,
pressing 50 copies that he distributed to family and friends. One of the
copies made its way to Island Records, eventually helping Hansard get
signed to the roster and found The Frames.
Bum the Maps is all about amazing crescendos of genuine emotion and
the second track, "Finally," is where it reaches fever pitch. There is something about Hansard's vocals that evoke the feelings from listeners that
Hansard himself is singing about. He repeats "Finally" in a near-whisper,
building to a half-scream in the chorus. Hansard croons, "You found something so goodllt's drawing trouble on your life/and when you lost something
so good/It's hard to focus on what's right."
The emotionally loud "Finally" leads into the seemingly soft and subtle
"Dream and Awake." The song trickles along, appearing like a tender
change, until midway through when the track opens up with crashing drums
and the guitars kick in. By the end of the song though, Hansard is back to a
whisper, "Here's a warning to everyone
who t~ok something."
"Fake" is another song that sways between quiet singing and all out bashing.
"You're telling me I should forget youIYou're talking like I never knew you,"
Hansard whines. Then, he lets loose, "Come on the guy's a fakeIWhat do
you love him for/And it was my mistake/Just kicking in his door/And if it's
just a gamelWhat are we crying for." The string arrangement on "Fake" is

particularly effective.
On an album that gyrates with emotion, "Locusts" makes relatively
peaceful closure. Simply pitting an acoustic guitar against Calm Mac Con
Lomaire's violin, Hansard sings a beautiful song with near-spoken vocals.
"Now you're giving up the ghostffo the one who meant 'the most/And one
day wben she least expects she'll know/And the words you never spoke/And
the tune you never wrotelWon't write itself or wait for evermore."
If any hard-working band deserves international fame, it's The Frames.
Pick up the album and catch them on their upcoming tour through the US
because on their next tour through, they could easily be opening for U2.
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College: A Place to Get an
Education and a Spouse
By ANDREA RODESCHINI
STAFF WRITER

Keeping up with seasonal J. Crew fashions:
$2,000
Sport Utility Vehicle with a Massachusetts liscense plate:
$37,000
Bailing yourself out of New London County Jail after get.
ting arrested at Mug Night:
$500

Writing for The 'College Voice:
Priceless'.
------

._-_.

Fate Date is the new reality TV show hitting college campuses across the
United States. Two students are set up on an old-fashioned blind date while
the cameras are rolling and wait for "fate" to take its course.
In addition, students are interviewed around campus to find out their
opinions about what dating life is like and the chances of a "perfect match"
between the chosen students.
The masterminds behind the show are executive producer Alan Danzis,
director and creator BJ Barretta, and host and head writer Joe Salvati. These
three best friends started the show to prove that the dating scene is not dead
at colleges, just forgotten about. They perceive the trend to lean more
towards random "hooking up" than establishing relationships.
The pilot takes place at Loyola College and can be caught on a new college television network called The U Network (www.theunetwork.com).
Alan Danzis says, "In essence, we den's believe in 'gotcha' reality shows.
We believe in having fun without making fun (at least not too much). We
believe student viewers will enjoy how real Our show really is."
Students are invited to check out their website at www.fatedate.tv. f
checked out the web site and found it to be highly entertaining.
While it has press releases praising the show and its history, there is also
an online gift shop offering official Crew tee shirts, shorts, sweatshirts, and
other items imprinted with the Fate Date logo including magnets, teddy
bears, beer mugs (this is college, you know), and the creme de la creme - a
throw piUow and mouse pad with Diana's picture on it (she was the original
Loyola student selected along with "Joe").
Who knows, maybe Fate Date will come to Connecticut College to inject
some spice into the non-existent dating scene. Until then, we'll just stick to
our own "reality show" right here on campus. It's called Life.
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Children of Alumni Get A Taste of Life At Conn
,
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Fourteen
years
ago
Connecticut College had its first
Alumni
Sons
and Daughters
Weekend and this past weekend the
program proved to be a continued
success.
The Alumni Sons and
Daughters Weekend program was
adopted from a peer institution and
altered to meet the needs and desires
'of Connecticut College and its alumni. The alumni weekend program is
sponsored by the Offices of Alumni
Relations and Admissions.
The
objective of the weekend program is
to inform, advise, and prepare high
school juniors about the selective
college admission process .. "This
program
will provide
valuable
insights and information about the
college admission process but is not
.intended to showcase Connecticut
.College to prospective applicants,"
says
Elizabeth
Cheney,
the
Associate
Director of Alumni
Relations and a 1992 alumna of
Connecticut College.
Students arrive on campus
and are placed with a Connecticut
College student, who are hosts specially selected for the alumni event,
to show alumni and their children
the best time possible. During the
students stay, they attend workshops
on how to interview, go to panels on
the co-curricular activities on col1
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al because it reintroduces the alumni

lege campuses, comprehend the
admissions process, learn about
financial aid options, attend classes
with their hosts and have the opportunity

to

speak

to

to the Connecticut College campus
and at the same time further educates alumni and their children on

the college admissions process.
Cheney '92 states that "the program
provides a unique experience and
wonderful opportunity for our alum-

ni to reconnect to their alma mater
through the eyes of their children as
they begin the college search."
Connecticut College is one of a

handful of colleges nationwide who
offer such a distinctive and extraordinary program.

current

Connecticut College students about
their college selection process and
current college experiences. Beano
Zylber, a sophomore and student
worker at Admissions states "[Fjor
the children of alumni, the weekend
program is an introduction to their
own college process and gives them
insigbt to what the college process is
all about." The Alumni Sons and
Daughters Weekend program is
appealing because it "allows students who are about to embark on
their college searches to step back
for a moment and look at college
admissions from multiple perspectives-all without the stress of this
being an official college visit" says
Tim Hanson, an admissions counselor
and
1990 alumnus
of
Connecticut College. Not only do'
the students attend the workshops
but parents also go to the same
workshops and information sessions
because the Offices of Alumni
Relations and Admissions believe
that the program prepares alumni
parents and their children about the
college search and selection process.
This program is exception-

Campus Committees ReThink Curriculum Structure
continued from page 1
seminars, except that it will just be on a "larger scale," she stated.
Another change to the General Education Plan that has not been
finalized is the addition of a diversity requirement. Dean Hoffmann said
that the EPC intends on looking more into the matter after the freshmen
seminars have been officially established with the academic departments.
The SGA was in firm support of a diversity requirement when the
proposed changes were brought before the assembly two years ago. Erika
Beninghof stated that she does not feel confident that a diversity requirement will be added in the future since it was not added at the same time as
the freshmen seminars. "It just shows the faculty stand," she noted.
The EPC has created a. three-stage process for the General
Education Plan to help organize when changes are made and ultimately
implemented. The first process is the freshmen seminars, which have
already been voted on by the faculty and will be established this fall semester. Next, the faculty is supposed to vote on a restructured distribution
requirement by the end of this semester, with its implementation in the Fall
2006 semester. Finally, the EPC intends to keep the diversity requirement as
a continual discussion among various College constituencies, though no
official date has been set for when an actual vote will take place on the
issue.
Besides the review of the General Education Plan, the College is
currently looking at changing course scheduling. The AAPC has been discussing this matter since the faU semester.
.
Specifically, the AAPC has been addressing issues such as 8:30
classes, and the midday bunching of classes, which, according to Dean
Hoffmann, restricts students' choices for courses.
They've also been
addressing the overlapping of class hours, and the rescheduling of the
Friday common hour. These factors, Dean Hoffmann noted, "Made us think
about rationalizing the system."

Residential Life Selects
2005 - 2006 Housefellows
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The Office of Admissions planned a series of welcoming events for potentia/legacy students. As a part of the experience, perspective students stayed with over-night Conn hosts. (Solod)
Key ideas behind restructuring the course schedules, Dean
Hoffmann noted, include starting classes at 9:00 because the 8:30 classes
have been found to be unpopular. In addition, the AAPC wants to prevent
overlapping hours in scheduling so students can have more flexibility in
choosing courses. Furthermore, some committee members wish to honor a
4:00 limit for classes out of acknowledgment for students who have sports
and other co-curricular commitments.
The AAPC is also looking at moving the common hour from
Friday to Wednesday to free up more class time on Friday. Dean Hoffmann
stated that with this change, "Common hour becomes more meaningful than
it is now."
Two proposed changes to the course schedule - one with common
hour on Friday and the other with common hour on Wednesday - were
brought before the SGA during its weekly meeting on February 10. Erika
Berlinghof said, ''The SGA is in favor of changing the course matrix
because everyone has difficulty finding courses that don't conflict with
other courses."
The SG voed, nertheless, to maintain the Friday common hour out
of concern for the quality of guests the College would be able to attract.
Berlinghof noted that the ability to encourage guests to speak at the College
mid-week is harder than on Fridays because of their often tight schedules.
At the same time, the assembly voiced concerns about the
College's real intent behind changing the course schedule. Speaking for the
entire SGA, Berlinghof and SGA President Pete Lelek stated, "SGA wants
. to draw to the student body's and faculty's attention that these curricular
changes are intended to and will drastically affect the social climate of the
College."
Berlinghof also added that faculty members have stated their
desire to change the social attnosphere of the College, particularly with
regards to Thursday nights. "We don't want our free Fridays taken away,"
Berlinghof said in reference to some faculty members' desire to add more
Friday classes. "There'd be more Friday classes with either [course schedule] proposal."
Berlinhof, who sits on the AAPC, said that the committee was
evenly divided when it voted on the two proposed course schedule changes.
The faculty plans to vote on these proposals March 3rd.

are discussed among a group of administrators. There are two references
required in the application too. One reference must he from a faculty or staff
member, and the other from a current student.
Each individual interview, taking place over a week and half at the
beginning of February, is administered by two or three. One of the five OSL
continued from page 1 staff members (Metivier, Felicity Melillo, North Campus Area Coordinator,
Sara Patch, South Campus Area Coordinator, David Milstone, Dean of
enough," In her time as Director of RLH, there has never been a scarcity of Student Life, or Anne Hopkins Gross, Associate Dean of Student Life)
serves as the anchor for the interview in conjunction with current
applicants. Ideally, RLH hopes to have two or three applications per position, so this year was "within range." The Office of RLH generally likes no Housefellows. The same questions are asked of each applicant, and they
cover a range of topics such as a few different "what would you do" scemore than sixty applicants which allows them to read applications more
thoroughly before granting interviews. Metivier feels "[Conn] is very aware narios. The interview increases understanding of the process because the
:¢f the Housefellow role" which means applicants know what they are get- applicant is able to ask questions of current Housefellows, which Metivier
calls a "valuable piece" of the process. The interview is rated as either a
ting in to.
Contrary to popular belief, there are no pre-requisites to being a "strong yes, yes, no, or a strong no," with justification from the evaluator.
The group processes took place Feb. 9th and II th, The intention is to see
Housefellow. The only requirement is a GPA above 2.5. Nonetheless, many
,Housefellows have previous experience as student leaders. " ... Certain skills how applicants interact, particularly to see if they are strong participants or
.developed in those positions" are pertinent to the Housefellow position, leaders. There are three activities designed to target different group dynamaccording to Metivier. Some other characteristics, such as "[caring] for the ics, personality traits, and diversity issues. The evaluation for the group is
"campus community and fellow students" is certainly an assent. Although the open-ended. Specifically, it asks the evaluator ifshe would recommend the
applicant as either "excellent, good, average, below average or poor."
job is loaded with responsibility, Metivier stresses that that does not necesApplicants fill out a preference form for their housing, ranking halls one
sarily mean "super-organization." The ability to address problems well
\evaluated with actual questions on the application) is another useful skill. to twenty-two. This merely serves as insight for RLH, who has the final say
Jacob Stebel, current HF of Larrabee, commented that he was "impressed
in placing applicant. Because the residents change every year, the "person;"ith the [overall] diversity of candidate pool."
alities" of the dorms are altered. RLH does not necessarily match the per. The selection process happened early this year so that students would
sonality of the HF with the building, but rather looks at other factors, such
have more of an opportunity to apply for other positions if denied, and also as the size of the building.
situate HFs before the housing lottery. There were two deadlines for HF
There is no male to female ratio for Housefellows . RLH tries to reflect
applications: one in the fall, limited to students planning to study abroad in the ratio of the student on campus, but not "at the expense of the quality of
:!he spring, and the spring semester deadline was January 31st. The applicathe candidates." There are no specific quotas that RLH considers in deter-tion process for HF is three pronged: it includes a written application, indi- mining the final group. Stebel explained that there is "no set criteria" for the
~idual interview, and group process. Applicants are evaluated on all three Housefellow position because "there is no one type of Housefellow." He
emphasized that the selection process evolves from year to year, and that it
components. The multiple aspects of the application reflect the multiple
is not dictated by any set standards. Current Housefellows give feedback on
roles of Housefellows, and allow applicants to excel in both an individual
the applicants, but the final decision is made by the three main staff of RLH:
and group context.
': The written application for the position asks for personal information, a Metivier, Melillo, and Patch. Huebscher said that she "was so amazed with
the talent in the group" and "is glad [that she] doesn't have to make the final
picture (to personalize the process), and a list of current activities and posdecisions because each of the candidates was incredible."
sible obligations for their senior year. The written application also includes
Twenty - two offer letters for the HF position and the remaining lette~s
eight more ideological questions about their motives for applying, how they
of
decline
went out through campus mail (e-mail for study abroad appliview the position, their related experiences, and their ability to relate to peocants)
this
past Tuesday, Metivier said, "Due to some challenges receiving
'pIe different than themselves. The questions on the written portion of the
application are eval\tated by OSL staff on a 1 to 10 scale. Then the rankings responses from our abroad folks" the list of Housefellow staff was not final-

New Cultural Lounges
Promote Pluralism
continued from page 1
some used it during its first weekend. It is our hope that more and more of
the students from the' underrepresented groups it intends to support ... will
take the opportunity to see the facility and frequent it as often as they find
desirable."
Members of the campus community have voiced concern that the cultural lounges will segregate the student body. Nonetheless, in response to this
argument, Metivier stated, "I don't think the space will create a permanent
divide in our community. I believe that these spaces will serve to support OUf
students in a very personal way, and. that they will feel more validated,
recharged, and better able to connect with the larger campus community."
Also responding to criticism by some who feel that the cultural lounges
will divide the campus, Krystle Guillory said, "Students from the communities using [the cultural lounges] will still be fully integrated in the campus
community but will just be using the lounges as a place to recharge."
Dean Milstone shared his view on the lounges: "The cultural lounges are
an important addition to Connecticut College and a symbol of how highly the
community values the existence of all its students in the life of the campus."
With regards to the future of the cultural lounges, Krystle Guillory stated her hope that they become a permanent aspect of the College until they
are no longer necessary. Guillory serves on the long-term Cultural Lounge
Task Force and said with regards to its findings, "I am 'very optimistic that
after reviewing the pilot cultural lounges, we will be able to present a recommendation that the College will take into account as part of the Strategic
Plan."
Shelly Metivier and Krystle Guillory are currently in the process of
improving the physical space and making it better known to students,

ized by this Thursday as expected. The final list of Housefellows for 20052006 will be publicized in next week's issue of The College Voice.
Metivier believes that most applicants are "very pleased with their placement," although it may not be what they originally expected. RLH seeks to
match the promise in each candidate and the needs of the house. By the end
of the year, HFs typically say they "can't see themselves anywhere else."
Stebel commented that RLH does a "really good job of placing candidates
where they feel they'd be most successful." An anonymous future
Housefellow who has already accepted the position said that he was "on
cloud ten and wasn't ever going to come down."
There are two types of students denied the Housefellow position, according to Metivier. The first are those who are considered "not ready" by RLH;
the second are those who, although "their skill set was very strong," are not
offered a position simply because there are not enough houses. Although it
is very rarethat someone would not accept the position, it is this latter group
whom the Office would :'feel comfortable approaching" to fill a position that
was turned down by another applicant. Applicants who received decline letters are encouraged to make an appointment with the administrator who conducted their individual interview as a follow up to the whole process, The
administrator is able to inform the applicant of their strengths and challenges
throughout the process, as well as recommend them to other leadership positions on campus. Metivier said there are "very impressive students that
maybe aren't the best fit for the Housefellow position," but who would be
great assets to other programs and offices.
In the coming weeks, the future Housefellows will have a meet and greet
session, as well as team building meeting with the newly hired staff. They
will additionally join current Housefellow staff meetings to begin getting a
taste for their duties. In May there is a "changing of the guard" event, which
includes both an activity and dinner, as well as other secret HF traditions. In
August they have an intense week-and-a-half-long training period, which
includes a three-day retreat off campus.
Melillo and Patch were co-chairs of the Housefellow application and
selection process this year, and Metivier "congratulates" both them and the
current Housefellows who played a huge role on the "amazing process."
Huebscher reflected, "While I'm going to miss CC, I am happy t
.
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Conn Undergoes Identity Make-Over

Can you spell? ...

continued from page 1
business day. Pe~s for replacement cards, nonetheless, will remain $10 for
the first replacement and $20 for subsequent cards.)
" lAs for those blue slips students are required to fill out when an ill is lost

continued from page 4 that it doesn't rely on merely its own zany concept, but is full of snappy
just w~sn't that funny. The story plodded along, relying on weak jokes and
dull dialogue, which makes me think they took an idea that should have
been a half hour comedy bit and turned it into a full length movie. Watching
~at, ~owever, made me think of Six String Samurai, a far better that's just
~ weird - one 1 doubt many have heard of but is definitely searching for.
The films total lack of a budget is surprisingly unnoticeable.
Basically, Soviet Russia dropped the atomic bomb on us in 1957, obliterating much of the United States. The single bastion of freedom remaining is Vegas, where Elvis ruled as the king. Now, forty years later, in a postapocalyptic wasteland, the king has just died, and the reincarnation of
BuMy Holly, armed with a six string guitar and a samurai sword, is trying
to claim the thrown. Along the way he battles the Red Army, the standard
MadMax style marauding gangs, and Buddy's rival, the personification of
Death himself, who plays a wicked electric guitar and bears an odd similarity to Guns 'N Roses guitarist Slash.
Obviously it's not meant to be taken very seriously, and 1 admit it is
probably a little more weird than accessible. What's great about the film is

one-liners and well-choreographed action scenes that, though cheesey,
make for an extremely entertaining b-movie.
Oh, and it's come to my attention recently that there's a music review
column in CCLeft called "P'" the Bandwagon". I'm not sure if the title's
aim is to bash this column specifically as a poor choice of reading material, or if it's just an attempt at some kind of "punk rawk" parody of "Jump
Off the Bandwagon."
If the latter is true, then the more power to you. As far as I'm concerned,
the more music people are exposed to, the better, and if you want to sell
yourself as the critic who's keepin' it real and has the most underground
taste in this cultural Mecca of Connecticut, that's fine with me. I'm here to
write about bands, old and new, that the average Conn student might not
otherwise know. 1 won't debate which band is more mainstream than the
next or who listens to more obscure music ... because that's lame. Just be
advised that regardless of what you used to read in this space, this is a new
writer, and quite honestly, I bet our musical preferences run about the same.
So layoff and don't be talking smack about my column.

IT DOESN'T MATTER!!!
Write for the Voice anyway.
Call x2812 if interested

At Quinnipiac University School of La,v,you'll find all the tools you need, in a setting
you can appreciate, From rigorous academics to live-client clinics to real-world externships,
From accessible and distinguished faculty to the most advanced technology. Everything
you need to succeed, For more information, visit http:tnaw,quinnipiac.edu

or

call 1.800.462.1944-

Application for Admission

-~
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
TRADITIONAL AND
ON-LINE
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
NURSING

You could gel a job. Or you can
build a career with a Master's
Degree from Sacred Heart
University. With 10 graduate
programs In today's hottest areas,
Sacred Heart can help you take
the right steps toward a more
successful future.

COME TO A GRADUATE
INFORMATION SESSION

27i Mount Carmel Avenue -Hamden, CT o6iI8'1948
E-mail: Iadm@quinruplac,edu

Seeking Admission to:

PHYSICAL THERAPY
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
GERIATRIC REHABILITATION
AND WEllNESS
CHEMISTRY
RELIGIOUS STUDIES

WWW.SACREDHEART.EDU/GRADUATE
OR CALL (203) 365-7619

FOR MORE INFORMATION

FOp.. A ~IVING.

I {. I

.:...............

$$ Do you like money? $$
The Voice needs a business manager to handle our finances
Work study students are eligible for pay roll
If you're interested, contact Yaseen at ccvoice -

_ ......__...._ ........_-_ ......_-----_._-_
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The Greatest Gin of All
By Anon.

Alwavs and Forever By Kip Dynamite
Why do YOUlove meP Why do YOUneed meP
Always and forever. Always and forever.
We met in a chat room. Now our love can truly bloom
Sure, the World Wide Web is great, but yOU, yOU make me salivate.
Yes, I love technology, but not as much as yOU, yOU see.
But I still love technology. Always and forever.
Our love is like a flock of doves. flYing UP to heaven above.
Always and forever. Always and forever.
Yes our love is truly great. Always and forever.

I'd like to thank Planned
Parenthood,

-I

1

for making V-day kinda good.
I have no other (significanD,
But at least I've got some
lubricant.

Cupid's lose-Up
love of mv life
hv Whitman (not WalD

Untitled bv Anon.

I have a special Valentine
who I invited over.
He's sweet and alwavs treats me well.
His name is Russell-Stover

Roses are red.
Violets are blue.
Most poems rhvme,
but this one doesn't.
Did YOUgellucllY Ihis Valenline's Dayil n YOUdid, I
bel YOUknow whallhis Close-up is. MOSIof us see it
every day, but this time, we added a twist. Hm...what
else can YOUtwisllo lind gmS on Valenline's dayil Email ccvoice is YOUknow.

--

Quoteable Camels
In honor of Valenline's Day and in the spiril of love, Ihe rOving reponer gal a liUle romanlic this week. let's face il: sometimes
when you're looking for love, YOUjust don't know where to begin. But thankfully, we found some of Ihe besl ways to say" love
YOU"in nOI so many words. These camels were open about sharing their favorile sexv pick-UP lines.

Senior
Rachel Chase

Sophomore
Fred Kemper

"MY friend bet me $20
yOU WOUldn't make out
with me ..•are YOUa winnerP"

there a keg in your
pantsP 'Cause I wanna tap
that ass!"
"IS
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~omen'sHockey BattlesTo TIeWesleyan Men's Basketball Finishes Season:
By

PETER STERLING

b
SPORTS
EDIToR
This past weekend, the Conn
women's hockey team was busy batiling two fierce in-state NESCAC
opponents: T rinity and Wesleyan.
On F nid ay night, the Camels ventured to Kingswood
Oxford in
Hartford to face the Trinity College
Bantams.
Unfortunately,
Conn
would leave the arena with a 3-0
loss, despite battling until the final
buzzer had sounded.
Trinity's
Megan Fallon was the star of the
garne, netting two goals in the second period to cement the win.
Although the Camels came up short
on offense, their defensive standout
Gabby Petrill made 25 Saves in net
for the visitors.
Both teams came out hungry for
the first goal, but throughout the initial period, neither was able to find
the back of the net. At the first intermission, the score was still knotted
at 0-0. It was the second period that
proved to decide the game, with
Trinity's Fallon thwarting the Camel
defense twice to put her team in the
lead for good. Although the visitors
out shot the home team 34-28, it was
Trinity who was able to find the

SPORTS
EDITOR
With th
' b k b
un tne men s as et all season
having come to a formal end, the
casual fan might look back at a season riddled with disappointment. At
a closer glance, however, it is clear
the team went through a series of trials and tribulations over the last few
months, sending players coaches
and fans on a wild roller coaster ride.
Consecutive road losses at Colby,
Bowdoin and Wesleyan finished out
this winter's campaign, yielding a 518 record. Though it took until
January 29th for the squad to notch
its first and only NESCAC victory,
thi . . If
.
s in use explains part of the
hardship faced by the Camels.
Playing in one of the toughest conferences in the land led to an inordinate number of lopsided losses. The
team persevered,
however, and
defeated then NESCAC #1 Tufts
University after hopes of post season
play had long been dashed.
The 2004-2005 campaign was
wrapped
up last weekend
at
Wesleyan College. The 70-53 loss
brought the Camels' NESCAC season record to a disappointing 1-8.
On a night when there was little else
for Conn basketball fans to root for,

hope for the future. Jeff Young, '08
posted the first double-double of his
career with 15 points and 12
b
C
re ounds. harles Stone '08, a constant double-double threat, chipped
in with 17 points and 7 boards.
Youth was a major theme for the
Camels this season. One of the
youngest teams in the NESCAC,
Conn's box scores were ceaselessly
filled with points, assists and
rebounds from members of the
freshman and sophomore classes.
Stone was, in terms of numbers, the
biggest contributor on the squad this
winter. He led the team in minutes
played, scoring, rebounds
and
blocks. In addition, Stone's stats
were among the team highs in assists
and field goal percentage. Sokol
Zejnullahu '07 had the team high in
steals and was second on the team in
blocked shots. The back court tandem of Jahkeen Washington '07 and
Darmy Melzer '05 had the most and
second most assists/game respectively. Other notables were Young,
who played the second most minutes
this season and Zarelle Rogers, who
led the Camels in free throw percentage. Rogers sank the winning
free throw against Tufts with less
than 3 seconds remaining in the contest.

·the positive effect of this year's seniors can not be underestimated. The
tireless dedication of this senior

the Camel faithful certainly came
away from Middletown with a lot of

Though the youth give endless
hope for the future of the program,

those graduating for the countle ss
memories.

BY STEVE STRAUSS

ack of the net. In the closing
moments, an empty net goal would
seal the victorv for for the Bantams,
di C th
sen ng onn orne to regroup for
their
match-up
the follow. d 3:00 p.m,
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e e team wou not nd it at
Wesleyan, they were not subjected
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minutes of the third period. Just 2:35
. t th
th C
I
d
10 0
e game, e arne s surge to
an early lead on a shot by All'
Ridgway '08 that beat Wesleyan
goaltender Meredith Katz. The lead
would not remain standing for long,
however, as the Cardinals answered
just before the seven-minute mark to
knot the score at one. Then, with just
over three minutes remaining in the
second period, the Cardinals dealt
. Conn a painful blow on a goal from
Meghan Frederico. Determined not
to leave the goal unanswered, the
Camels fought hard to even the
score before entering the final period

of regulation. Their efforts were
rewarded when the hustle of Suzie
Co
'06
d th
2 2
nnor
evene
e score at with just over a minute left in the
second.
The battle to break the tie spilled
into the third period, with Wesleyan
regaining control and momentum
with15:02 to play, giving a 3-2 edge
to the home squad. Like they had
done all game, however, Conn was
quick to answer. Answer they did,
this time with only 46 seconds having elapsed from the previous goal.
06 lr d h
onnor
,a ea y aving providd
.
e a goal 10 the contest, set up
Meaghan McLaughlin '07 for what
Id
II
b th
wou
eventua y prove to e e
game's last goal. Both teams battled
hard throughout the closing minutes
of the game, but neither could light
the lamp. Gabby Petrill kept the
Camels in the game with 26 saves,
while the Conn offense out-shot
Wesleyan 36-29 to end in a 3-3 tie.
The Camels will host Hamilton
on Friday night, as well as an afternoon game the following day to finish the regular season. The. College
Voice would like to wish the team
luck on its remaining games.

Gerald's Deeper Meaning Of Sports
continued from page 10
ing their team's colors, and favorite player's shirt, the
black and white of Fulham, Shouting and singing, confident of their team's skills and superior mentality. It was
a London derby and a relegation battle of the highest caliber. Both of these teams are relegation battlers and the
chances that one of them is going to get relegated is
highly likely.
A game like this could determine the future of a club
and its financial position for years to come. A defeat
could mean the end of the Premiership dream, the loss of
key players and the repercussions would be unbearable
especially for the fans that would never hear the end of
the nagging and insults of the winning team. To put it to
you bluntly, this game mattered. It was not a game where
the star player would only play for only 10 minuets (like
in the NEA), this game was passion pure - imagine
Duke-UNC multiplied by 10. The fans were shouting
,,"suIts at each other long before kick off and the hard
core Fulham fans were not going to let some Southern
Scum" of London take them out in their own house. My
brother and I sat with the Fulham supporters behind the
goal and it didn't take us long to join the fans in insulting the Palace supporters. The game itself was highly
charged and extremely physical with tackles coming in
from every angle. Andy Cole broke the deadlock after
four minuets and capitalized on poor Palace defending.
Fulham remained the dominant force and created the
better chances. Cheering around the ground was practically non-stop for the duration of the game, and the rain
did not stop the fans from backing their team. At
16:59pm Peter Gallagher (the referee) blew the final
whistle. It was a good day for Fulham and the fans, with
II

3-1 the final score. The Palace supporters went home
with their tails between their legs.
After the game we went to a local pub and continued
our great day. We celebrated the victory and spoke about
past victories and about the hopes for the future. Fulham
was going to have a tough remainder of the season and
the fans knew that, but they were not going to let that
influence how they felt on this day.
This example of sports can be expanded and used on
a broader scale. Sport can bring people together and
unite people. We need not look too far for examples of
this. Remember the 2004 Olympic games - North and
South Korea entered the arena in Athens as one team, the
Iraqi Olympic soccer team brought hope and inspiration
to a nation and region tom apart by bloodshed and ethnic hatred, Nelson Mandela brought a nation from the
brink of civil war to a nation that was proud to be South
African no matter what skin color when he wore that
famous green and gold #6 rugby jersey that was a symbol of apartheid. The list goes on and I could properly
name hundreds of other examples, but I think you get the
point. Sport oes beyond the politics of crovenunents and
being able to watch it live is something that we should
cherish and never take for granted.
Although I wasn't at a game that had a whole lot of
influence on the world arena, it did emphasize the point
that sport is binding and that sport in many ways breaks
the barriers of class and skin color. Don't get me wrong
- I don't think sport is the answer for everything; all I am
saying is that it can act as a catalyst for politicians to set
aside their differences and negotiate on peaceful terms.
Cheerio - till next week.

_

continued from page 10
power-play opportunity. With one minute left to play in
the period the Lord Jeffs tallied another goal, giving
them a 2-0 lead going into the first intermission,
Captain Dave Moccia put the Camels back in the
game as he scored late in the second period cutting the
Amherst lead to one. The Lord Jeffs would not allow
Conn to get any closer as they scored two goals only 15
seconds a part. The loss proved to be the straw that
broke the Camels' back as it put them out of playoff con-

class can not be quantified by any
tangible stat. There is no number
that can grasp the importance 0
their leadership on and off the court.
Melzer and Gabe Bluestone '05
were in many ways the heart and
soul of the program this winter,
Melzer, when on the floor, ran the
Conn offense. There is no other way
of putting it; his leadership, knowledge of the game and ball handling
ability can not be easily replaced.
Bluestone drew the toughest defen.
sive assignments all season. HIS
work below the hoop paved the way
for the few victories that Conn was
able to muster. Perhaps the grittiest
performance of any player, all season, came from Bluestone who dominated the Tufts front court in the
biggest win of the year.
As time rolls on, the men's basketball team will certainly improve.
The passion that Conn's underclassmen have has been visible in each
game this season. This fervor Cll11
not long be denied; winning seasons
are inevitable in the not so distant
future. The College Voice would like
to wish the returning players luck in
the coming seasons and to thank

tention.
The season has not ended yet for our Men's hockey
team as they have two big NESCAC rival games at
Wesleyan and Trinity this coming weekend.
The
Cardinals and Bantams will both playa Camel team that
won't roll over and quit. After improving markedly
since last season, the Camels will try to continue their
forward progression. In anticipation for the final two
games of the season Miller says, "Next weekend we'll
be playing for pride, to start next year off right."

Steroids: All The Rage In Sports
continued from page 10 he clearly doesn't understand that
as the Raiders' defense, but if it wasn't illegal at the time that should
have been even more reason to come
clean when ask'seiOld
...__
In my opinion, the players who
feel betrayed by Jose Canseco
deserve everything that comes to

them. As more and more players are
implicated, any player who is guilty
of using steroids would be wise to
confess his wrongs and take a stance
to ensure the integrity of the game
for the good of its future. I don't
suggest giving a lame press conference like Jason Giambi did because

the way he is handling his off-field
problems is only going to add to the
pressure he will feel when he's trying tn hit ~aj
eagus; itching
again.
Instead, I think baseball players
should do what they can to put the
past behind them. Admit mistakes;
acknowledge that they understand
why what they did was bad for the
game.
Fans will forgive players if they
can find a way to convince the public that they understand the magnitude of their actions. Roger Maris'

home run record stood for a long

time as the record that couldn't be
broken.
Now that it has been eclipsed six
times by three different players in
the past five years, some people
worry baseball is a sport that can't
be fixed. Say what you will about
Jose Canseco as a person or his
intentions in writing such a controversial book, but no one can argue
that naming names is another necessary step in expediting the process
of ridding baseball of cheating.
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HELP WANTED! !
Entertainers, Presenters
Call Mad Science at

"

:

(860) 376 9451
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r

Did you know that when you make the long "e" sound it makes you happy? No,
really.
;

:
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If you wanna smile, you should write sports for Pete and Steve.
Call x2812 today!
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SPORTS
TheDeeper
-MeaningOf

Conn Men's Hockey Splits Final Home Games Steroids:
SPORTS WRITER

Spot1s

Seniors

I love sports. I love watching
sports

and I Jove participating

in

sports. If its football, rugby, water
polo, cricket, golf, tennis, or any
sport, the feeling you get when play.Jng sports is one of joyfulness and
utter satisfaction. Beating your opponent and then having a drink afterwards is just something that I hope

never

leaves

our
society.
Sport can also
be a political
asset as we
will see later
in the column,
and
give
• G~RALD WOI.'l

Int'l Man Of Sport
leave

conflicts

nations

the

necessary
breaker

ice
to

behind

and

start

afresh.
Watching

sports can sometimes

"".. be' as exciting if not more exciting
than playing it. Going to a football
game in London over the holidays,
watching

They're All
The Rage

By SPENCER TAICH

a Formula

One

race

in

Kayalanti, South Africa, going to a
rugby match at ABSA Stadium in
Durban or watching the Celts lose to
the Cays at the Fleet center - is amazing, if not experiences that last a life
time. There is a difference if one is at
the game, if you are there in body,
'1Jind and soul compared to watching
- it...on the television. It gives you a
sense of belonging.
You are a supporter of this team

and so are the rest of the fans, all of
you are in it together, celebrating
..l(ictory together and you mourning
losses together. I must say I was at a
loss for words after the UNC-Duke
game - but imagine the Duke fans, or
the UNC fans for that matter, that
I. witnessed the game live on Coach
- K's court? I mean, their hearts must
""have been in their pants ... what an
incredible game. (Why didn't UNC
get off a shot?)
They will speak about this game
for many years. My point is that
being at a sporting event, being there
live, is much more rewarding than
watching it on TV.
My brother bought me a ticket to
the Crystal Palace Fulham game dur-

Dave

Moccia,

Bryan

Jaegar, Steve Oven, Joe Deck, and
Joe Anderson suited up for their last
two home games at the Camel dome
this past weekend.

Apparently Jose Canseco needs
money like I need a tan: really badly.
The obvious question is why he didn't think about this when he was put-

The pressure

couldn't have been greater as the
Camels played host to NESCAC
rivals Hamilton and Amherst with
postseason

aspirations on the

ting so much of his money into buy-

ing juice, but it is well documented
that athletes don't always exhibit
exemplary forethought, so I won't
dwell on that. I can't help but wondering, however, why any-

line.

On
Friday
night,
the
Continentals made the trek to New
London where they encountered a
Camel squad that was ready for the
tough weekend ahead. After being
deadlocked in a 0-0 tie until late in
the second period, Rob Campbell
'08 put Conn on the board first,
Hamilton

countered

one

would sell out
so many of his

with a power

defense

former

new

ited: an overwhelming
exposed

TheCamels split tbeir finalbome games oj the 2004-2005 season, earning a win over Hamilton but failing to Amherst tbe next day. (Web)

net as the Continentals pulled their
goalie in a last ditch effort to draw

38 saves, none more important than

even with the Camels.

broke up a Continental 2 on I attack,
preserving the Camel victory. In

got the call to play he made it count
with some great goalrending."
The Amherst Lord Jeffs came to
Conn the next night, looking to

praise of his great performance

rebound

start of

the

season

against

at the end of the game

when

he

in

goal, forward Jason Miller '07 commented on Gluck's performance,
"Gluck really stepped up; when he

after a recent

four game

losing skid. Unlike Hamilton, they
would not overlook the resurgent
Camels, who, with a victory, would

gift - and I can honestly say that it
was one of the best gifts I have
received. Football is something of an
obsession in England (when I speak
of foothall I mean soccer, if you
!laven't figured that out yet) and the
fans can be described in one word.
CRAZY. I mean, I love Liverpool,
and I listen to every game online. My
ames
_ Sunday
ference
a vocal

take place on Saturday or
morning (with the time difand all), and believe me I am
fan. Having said this going to

an actual game is more rewarding
and more fun in my opinion, some-

The Connecticut Collegewomen's basktbalt team persevered through an up-and·down season to finish with a much improved record. (Web)

thing a radio commentator can not
portray. Something I will never forget for the rest of my life.
1st of January 2005: Gameday.
What a way to start the New Year.
Hung-over and depressed after seeing the love of my life (Liverpool)
slump to the ntight and ntillions of
Chelsea, my brother and I made our
way to Craven Cottage,

the home of

the Cottagers. The Fulham game was
heduled to kick of at 15:00 p.m.,
- and not wanting to be late we made
our way

to the "Cottage

It.

As

we

neared the old and famous stadium,
the masses continued

to grow, Men,

women and children were all sport-

continued on page 9

off bound.

BY GBRALD WOI.'l
SPORTS WRITER

The
Connecticut
College
Women's basketball team finished
the season with a 10- 13 record. This
is a fantastic achievement when one
looks at the previous seasons and the

poor records that have been set. The
last time the Camels had won 10
games or more was in the 1996-1997
season, which was also the last time
the team had a winning percentage

of 50% or more. Since then, the
Camels have somewhat slumped
with the low point coming in the
2001-2002 season, when they only
managed a 2-19 record.
Coach Hungerford, whose first
season in charge of the Camels was

the 2002-2003 seasonn, has built a
team that will be ready to challenge
the big guns in NESCAC Basketball
in the years to come. Although the
Camels have a 1-8 record against
NESCAC schools, they have shown
tremendous improvements over the
season, With only three seniors on
the roster, the team is young and
somewhat inexperienced. Next season the team will be more experienced and will mature into a unit

that will challenge more NESCAC
teams and give them a good run for
their money.
"While we may not have made

the NESCAC tournament, our team
not only proved we had a lot of
heart, but we showed our talent by
winning

more games than our team

has won in the past eight years. I
think this was a big year for our program, and we can expect even
greater things over the next few
years," said Dani DeLaurentis '07.

On the 10th of February the
Camels played Mass. College of
Liberal Arts (MCLA) and recorded
their tenth victory of the season. The
Camels came out on top with a 5543 victory. Katy Serafin '07 poured
in a game-high 13 points and pulled
down

nine

rebounds

to lead

the

Camels. Senior Mary Bushnell
chipped in with II points. Freshman
Maegan

Hoover

contributed

nine

points and two steals as the Camels
attained their highest
eight years. \

win total in

The Camels took control of the

their

nerve to deny that he used steroids.

Have you seen Mark McGwire?
Yeah, unless his parents are Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Mr. T, I find it
hard to believe he looked like that
because

it's how

his mommy

and

daddy made him. Same goes for
Barry Bonds. He was skinnier than
Darius Miles when he played for the
Pirates, now he looks like a monster

with plastic skin. He used to steal

contributed to that win, and because

from injuries. The L.A. Times report-

of the team effort, it was the perfect
game to put us into double digits in
the win column.

ed a few years ago that his head size
grew a whole size over the span of

The final game of the season was

the intricacies of fitted hats, I suggest
that you take a moment to tryon a

played against Conn's arch rivals,
the Wesleyan Cardinals, at Luce
Fieldhouse on Saturday afternoon.
Ashley Mastrangelo poured in a
game-high 20 points, leading the
Cardinals (20-3, 6-3) to a 64-39 victory. Serafin finished with II points
and four rebounds for Connecticut
College. Sophomore Casey Thran
hauled in 15 rebounds to go with six
points for the Camels.
Wesleyan controlled the game
from the beginning and at one point
had an 18-4 lead. The Camels trailed
the Cardinals 37-13 at the break.
The second half was a mere formality for the Cardinals and they held
on to the lead they had build in the
first half and ended up with a 64-39
victory.

Although the Camels will have
their skeptics and doubters, next season promises to be a successful year,
and with most of the starting line up

one year. If you aren't well-versed in

hat that fits you and then try one a
full size bigger the next time you find
yourself at a sporting goods store.
I don't know of many middleaged men who undergo such a dras-

tic physical change during one year,
hut if he has some medical condition
that can

be accountable

for such

growth, I think it would behoove him
to share that information with tbe
ntillions of people who have invested
time, money, and support in a SPOlt

that he and his cronies have tainted. I
must at this point issue a disclaimer

that I have no doubt in my mind that
Barry Bonds would stand an equally
great chance of going down in history as the best player ever because he
is that good. That being said, their
cases differ in that Barry is still playing so people

are more concerned

with the impact of these revelations
on not only his legacy but also his

returning the team can build on this

current and future accomplishments.

years successes.
The team is young
and very talented and there is no

The important part, though, is that
both of them looked into the eyes of

doubt in my mind that this team will

countless

be extremely competitive

eras and vowed that they didn't take

in two sea-

son's time. The team will be lead by
Serafin and Thran, who both averaged over I I points a game. With
Serafin making close to 50% of the
shots she takes, this team is going to
be a force to be reckoned with in the
near future.

reporters,

fans, and cam-

steroids. I resent that.

Who the hell are they to take
credit for something they did with
the help of an illegal substance?
Sure, Major League Baseball's
steroid policy was about as stringent

continued on page 9

Women's Hockey: 5-16-1

Men's Squash: 10-4

-2/4, @ Colby, 65-90
-2/5, @ Bowdoin, 56-75
-2/12 @ Wesleyan 53-70

-2/5, @ Wesleyan, 3-3
-2/18, vs. Hamilton 7:00 pm
-2/19, vs. Hamilton 3:30 pm

-2/25, National Tournament
-2/26, National Tournament
-2/27, National Tournament

Women's Basketball: 10-13

Men's Hockey: 6-15-1

Women's Squash: 8-10

-2/5, vs. Bowdoin, 48-92
-2/10, vs. Mass. College of Liberal Arts, 55-43
-2/12, vs. Wesleyan, 39-64

-2/12, vs. Amherst, 1-4
-2/18, @ Wesleyan, 7:00 pm
-2/19, @ Trinity, 7:00 pm

-2118, @ Howe Cup (Princeton)
-2/19, @ Howe Cup (Princeton)
-2/20, @.Howe Cup (Princeton)

f

consequently

bases, not limp around them because
his robotic body doesn't recover

Men's BasketbalJ: 5-18

f

and

accomplishments will be blemished
in the public view, the rest of the
players who have used hut never got
caught will still be suspected and
they wiJl have to live with that, and
barring any unforeseen stupidity they
will all be off the juice this year,
which should further implicate those

DeLaurentis
went on to say,
"Every single person on the team

Camel Scoreboard

• I

of

Ten minutes into the opening
period, junior Steve Nelson of responsible
for compromising
the
Amherst put the visitors on the integrity of baseball. So, if you were
board first as he took advantage of a Jose Canseco, why wouldn't you at
least try to come out of the whole
continued on page 9 disaster with a bestseller?
I have no sympathy for Mark
McGwire or anyone else who has the

game early on and opened a lead of
13-2. The score at the half was 3123. The Camels opened the second
half in sintilar fashion to the first,
putting together an !I-to-2 run to
build their largest lead of the game.
The Camels managed to keep their
scoring going and hung on to a 5543 victory.

neighbors must hate me, because the

• -'

become a step closer to being play-

Camels Finish With Best Record In Eight Years

ing winter break for my Christmas

,

majority

the players who have used will be

his own when he scored on an empty

Hantilton and more than equaled the
challenge with an impressive display
in net. Gluck finished the game with

book.

Think 'about it, the possible outcomes of this steroid frenzy are lim-

shot Hamilton 16-10. Jake Henry
'07 put the Camels in the lead for
good as he took advantage of an
impressive pass by Julian Madden
'06. Madden would add a goal of

third

team-

mates
and CHARLIE WIDDOES
friends in his Viewpoint

as Conn out-

Matt Gluck '07 was awarded his

sur-

why

Canseco

play goal with only a ntinute to play
in the period, paving the way for
what would prove to be an exciting
final period.
The Camel offense dontinated
the third period. Their unrelenting
attack
overwhelmed
the
Continentals'

is

prised

I

